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Professional Development TSCM Group Inc., is pleased
to announce the oﬃcial commissioning of our new
Red Deer Training Centre (RDTC), located in the heart of
Alberta Canada, on a scenic 160 acre site.
Our Technical Security Specialist (TSS) designate
cer ﬁca on, and other related training programs will
con nue to be available at our long‐standing Resident
Training Centre (RTC), located in Cornwall Ontario.
Our new facility is equipped with a shielded RF and
so ware development lab, an on‐site classroom for
dedicated law‐enforcement, government security
apparatus, and military par cipants.
Advanced technical operator training and cer ﬁca on
for the Kestrel TSCM ® Professional So ware, and our
Technical Analyst Cer ﬁca on (TAC) program, are now
conducted at our secure Alberta facility.
As noted in the June 2017 newsle er.
“There many aspects of applied signal level analy cs that
must be explored in the execu on of TSCM and RSSM TM
deployment. Many of the so‐called signal level
parameters are totally irrelevant, in actually determining
whether or not, the observed Signal of Interest (SOI) is of
any real signiﬁcance.
The primary concern is not the intelligence that the signal
may, or may not contain, but rather, it is the outward
signal level characteris cs that provide the ini al
analy cal data that deﬁnes the SOI as a poten al threat”.
There are a number of key analy cal factors that must be
considered and evaluated, in real‐ me, and during post
analy cal capture of a Signal of Interest (SOI).

Once a Signal of Interest (SOI) is detected, it must be
iden ﬁed by the technical operator as a poten al threat.
This is not always an easy task, unless the signal is of a
con nuous nature. Periodic bursts that present over a
poten ally inﬁnite period of me, require a detailed
technical analysis of the spectrum. Again, unless all the
spectrum data is captured and is available for post
analysis, the posi ve iden ﬁca on of a threat by the
technical operator, will not occur.
The minimum recommended analy cal best prac ce, as
deﬁned by the TSB 2000 (Technical) Standard TM, includes
a technical operator analysis of the Waterfall Display
(WFD) and spectrum data, for the preceding 24 to 72
hours, u lizing Time Diﬀeren al Signal Analysis (TDSA) TM
across a maximum me block reference of 4 to 6 hours,
spanning the number of collec on days available.
However, operator discre on in determining the best
me block reference me, might suggest a 2 to 4 hour
TDSA TM compara ve, based on the perceived real‐world
threat level encountered.
To illustrate the depth and complexity, consider a
Technical Surveillance Device (TSD) that produces a
250 mSec burst once every 4 hours in a standby mode,
and produces a 500 mSec to 750 mSec burst, once every
30 minutes when ac ve.
At 250 mSec, the Probability of Intercept (POI) will be
problema c on a slower receiver, for example the Signal
Hound BB60C, as the receiver sweeps at 250 mSec or
4 fps, meaning there is a 1 in 4 chance the burst will be
detected when it occurs.

It is not possible to make an informed decision as to the
nature of any par cular signal event, if ﬁrst the signal is
not detected and iden ﬁed, by the technical operator.

The POI is signiﬁcantly enhanced when the system is
deployed for a period of 24 hours or longer, as there will
be a greater number of opportuni es for detec on of the
burst event, with me being an important variable.

Many hos le signal events, by design, employ any
number of methods and techniques to minimize visibility
of the RF signature to an unexperienced, or unmo vated
technical operator.

The technical operator must always remember that it is
not likely all events will be captured, so the picture may
not be complete. This is why, the technical operator is an
essen al component, within the signal analysis process.
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The technical operator can observe, iden fy, and
interpolate signal event pa erns accurately, u lizing
TDSA TM proﬁling. Our powerful TDSA TM feature, and
soon to be released, advanced TDSA TM ﬁltering
capability, are modern analy cal techniques.
Live View Analysis (LVA) TM

Technical Security Branch (TSB)
The ability to focus operator a en on on any signal event, is made
possible with a powerful con nuous Posi onal Zoom Control (PZC)
feature, and a high‐precision, Horizontal Range Control (HRC).
Spectrum display and ac vity controls, provide a means to view all
aspects of the waterfall and spectrum display, during run me and
post analysis.

There are a number of powerful tools available to the
technical operator, to facilitate analy cal proﬁling of
captured spectrum data. LVA TM permits the operator to
view real‐ me historical waterfall and spectrum data
without the interrup on of the run me capture process.
LVA TM can be u lized during run me, to navigate back
in me, to review recent spectral events, without
interrup ng run me collec on, and during post analysis
and review of historical Kestrel Project Files (KPF).
File Write Management | Waterfall Compression TM
The ability to deﬁne a write compression value has
numerous advantages, aside from the obvious reduc on
in the size of the Kestrel Project File (KPF) footprint from
a storage perspec ve.

To learn more about developing an eﬀec ve Technical Security
(TSEC) program, or seek informa on about training and cer ﬁca on
opportuni es, please contact Paul D Turner, TSS TSI
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Deﬁning the number of real‐ me traces that are included
within a single Kestrel Super Trace (KST), means on a
magnitude of < 1/n=? >, deﬁned value, signiﬁcantly less
waterfall and spectra data needs to be visually analyzed,
by the technical operator, and reduces the block memory
footprint, while advancing operator eﬃciency.
Essen ally, for the operator, this means there is a
magnitude of less data to analyze, without compromise
of data integrity.
Run me collec on is now measured in weeks and
months, rather than minutes and hours, as is typical
within, a now obsolete snap‐shot style sweep
environment, replaced by a moving target threat model,
requiring a high‐deﬁni on panoramic spectrum collec on
on a 24 / 7 / 365 basis.

Kestrel TSCM ® Professional So ware is innova ve industry leading, disrup ve technology, now sold in 29 countries worldwide.

